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People feel “talked at” and not listened to.



People are disengaged.

◦ Hierarchies (ex: board-staff, supervisor-employee)
◦ Other (ex: leaders-people, org-community)
◦ Conventional meetings are boring  same people
show up.
◦ The current reality is not working!



People are stuck.
People have ideas and want to share them.



We need to return to collectivist strategies.



◦ Youth, 20- & 30-somethings, “unusual suspects”
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“Five Dysfunctions of Teams”






Absence of trust
Fear of conflict
Lack of commitment
Avoidance of accountability
Inattention to results

QUALITY OF
CONVERSATIONS
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“BEING RIGHT”

•

The mind is a swamp of hypotheses based on
prior experience, expectation and knowledge.
We use mental shortcuts to make sense of the
world.

• Incoming information provides cues that connect to the
pictures in our heads.
•

Finding some familiar element causes us to
activate an existing picture/story in our heads,
and we understand the new information as if it
were an exemplar of that old story.

• Understanding means finding a story you already know
and saying, “Oh yeah, that one.”
•

Once we have found the story, we stop
processing.
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Having High-Quality Conversations



Focus on inquiry, not being right
Focus on the positive

◦ More energy results from focusing on what we want
◦ Re-frame negative conversations



Use listening & reflecting skills
Incorporate reflection within your organization



Use alternative structures



◦ Use ground rules (ex: “Step Up/Step Back”)
◦ End meetings by asking what worked/didn’t work (+/Δ)
◦
◦
◦
◦

Get new wisdom in the room
Share agenda responsibility, move site, focus on goals
Rotate roles (chair, time-keeper, note-taker)
Use pairs/triads, Rez Café, fishbowl, open space
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An excellent meeting format for any situation in
which there is:
 Is simple & clear
 A real issue of concern
 Diversity of players
 Complexity of elements
 Presence of passion (including conflict)
 A need for a quick decision
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Principles:
 Whoever comes are the right people.
 Whatever happens is the only thing that could
have happened.
 When it starts is the right time.
 When it’s over, it’s over.
Law of 2 Feet: If you find yourself in a place
where you are not learning or contributing,
move somewhere where you can.








Interactive panel discussion in the round
Feels like a talking circle but focuses on
speakers in an inner circle.
After a period of time, outer circle members
can replace speakers with a tap on the
shoulder.
Need to identify first speakers and manage
transitions.
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Small groups get people involved and
sharing (and spreading) ideas.
Assumes the wisdom is in the room.
Focus on questions that matter.



Small groups of 4-5 people per table





◦ Need minimum of 12 people (3 tables)




Discuss an important question. (Round 1)
The table host guides the discussion.
◦ Stay focused on the question.






After 20-30 minutes, people switch tables.
Host stays to sum up previous key points.
Tables discuss same/new question. (Rnd 2)
Full-group sharing seeks patterns.
◦ “A, B and C” rather than “A to Z”
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Is simple & clear
Is thought-provoking
Generates energy

◦ Proactive vision rather than reactive problem-solving





Focuses inquiry
Challenges assumptions
Opens new possibilities & questions

The host helps the table to
• FOCUS on what matters,
what is in the middle.
• SPEAK your mind & heart.
• CONTRIBUTE your thinking
& experience.
• LISTEN to understand.
• CONNECT ideas.
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•
•
•

•

Smaller tables without a lot of table
surface are better.
Welcome sign & other fun elements like
pipe cleaners or squeezable toys.
Butcher block paper & markers
Café touches: table cloth, flowers/vase,
etc.
Flip chart to capture key points
Comfortable, neutral space

Listen together for patterns,
insights & deeper questions.
The “harvest” is critical.
Make collective knowledge
visible. (Is there an
“artifact”?)
What are next steps &
follow-through?
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Opening

20 mins



One-on-one conversations (optional)

15 mins



Explain Rez Café process

15 mins

Café conversations (2 rounds minimum)
Full-group sharing & “harvest”
Closing

45-60 mins
20 mins
15-30 mins





◦ Traditional welcome & relevant reading to set relaxed tone
◦ Background, introduce planning team, etc.

◦ People talk in pairs about basic question (e.g., why are you here?)
◦ Identify question(s), table hosts & their role

◦
◦
◦
◦









Some commitment to follow through
Evaluation (written or “what worked/what to change” exercise)
One-word reflection (optional)
Traditional closing

Call attention to new insights & “a-ha
moments.”
What are key patterns (“A, B and C”) that
came up at multiple tables?
The “what worked/what to change” exercise
can model and reinforce pattern-breaking.
Stay positive & focused on questions
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De-briefing & Learning to Improve
List what went well
List what you would change (Δ)
Call attention to things
you want to keep…
…or change next time
Get in the habit of using
this “after action review” Be honest with each other about
or evaluation exercise to
what you would change!
make the case to break
patterns (e.g., boring
staff meetings)








Everyone is an expert about their own
experiences. Positions & titles don’t
matter.
Respect the time set aside for dialogue.
During discussion, anyone can write or
draw important ideas on the table paper.
Move from table to table on your own, not
as a group.
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Http://www.theworldcafe.com
http://www.artofhosting.org
Healthy Native Communities Fellowship
Program http://www.hncpartners.org
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